Directed graphs are widely applied in network.We obtain the formula computing the number of isomorphic classes of element systems with characters over finite commutative group G.
INTRODUCTION
Classification of Hopf algebras was developed and popularized in the last decade of the twentieth century,which would have applications to a number of other areas of mathematics,aside from its intrinsic algebraic interest.In topology,quasi-triangular and ribbon Hopf algebras provide many invariants of knots,links,tangles and 3-manifolds.In operate algebras,Hopf algebras can be assigned as an invariant for certain extensions Researches on the classification of Hopf algebra is in the ascendant.N.Andruskiewitsch and H.J.Schneider have obtained interesting result in classification of finite-dimensional pointed Hopf algebra with commutative coradical.More recently,they have also researched this problem in case of non-commutative coradical.The classification of monomial Hopf algebras,which are a class of co-path Hopf algebras,and simple-pointed sub-Hopf algebras of co-path Hopf algebras were recently obtained in [4] and [5] .respectively.
Assume that k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero with primitive |G|th root of 1 and G is a finite abelian group.Element systems with characters can be applied to classify quiver Hopf algebras,multiple Taft algebras over G and Nichols algebras.In this paper,we obtained the formula computing the number of isomorphic classes of element systems with characters over finite commutative group G.
In Section 2 we give the explicit formula computing the number of isomorphic classes of element systems over finite cycle p-groups.In Section 3 we give the explicit formula computing the number of isomorphic classes of element systems of primary commutative groups.In Section 4 we give the formula computing the number of isomorphic classes of element systems over finite commutative groups.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Unless specified otherwise,in the paper we have the following assumption and notations.G is a abelian group with order m;F is a field containing a primitive mth root of 1;AutG and InnG denote the automorphism and inner automorphism group respectively;1 denotes the unity element of G; denotes the set of charaters G,where a character of G is a group homomorphism from G to F-{0}. .Since field F contains a primitive |G|th root of 1,G has|G| elements,i.e.
.For convenience,we denote A group G is said to act on a non-empty set :,if there is a map ,denoted by
called the fixed point set of g.
Burnside's lemma,sometimes also called Burnside's counting theorem,which is useful to compute the number of orbits.
Theorem 1.2.Let G be a finite group that acts on a finite set :,then the number N of orbits is given by the following formula: ) , ( n G :
) , ( n G :
III. CYCLE-GROUP
In this section we give the formula computing the number of isomorphic classes of element systems over finite cycle pgroups.
Let G=<g> and
It is clear that consists of the following maps:
where Z is a primitive mth root of 1;AutG consists of the following maps:
. : 
